Surveillance on the Go
— Mobile DVR Company D-TEG Joins Hand with INFINOVA
With the increased need for security while you are traveling has result into a steep hike in demand for Surveillance on
the Go. Unfortunately, thanks to the number of incidents / accidents while traveling, safety and security of an
Individual in a Public transport or Private transport has emerged as a prime concern and thus raises the requirement
for Mobile Surveillance in Transportation Sector. This is a new market gradually evolved over the period of two years.
To cater to this market promptly, INFINOVA and D-TEG Security Co. Ltd. join hands to provide Mobile Surveillance
Solution into the Transportation Sector. Infinovaand D-Teg will work together to provide its customers one –stop
solution for any kind of Mobile Surveillance requirement. The Duo will target Public Transport and Private Transport
vehicles running across multiple cities and currently targeted towards countries like India, Middle East Countries
and African Countries.
Closed Circuit TV systems have evolved from simple video monitoring solutions to assisting in many aspects of crime
deterrence, safety enhancement, emergency management, advance detection, and law enforcement. This wave of
development in security has reached a new level with mobility. From simple windscreen mounted cameras to fully
integrated vehicle solutions, mobile surveillance offers all the benefits of CCTV systems, and more, for your vehicle or
fleet. Designed with transport industry demands in mind, mobile surveillance solutions feature data back-up as
standard, ensuring protection of crucial evidence even in the most toughest situations, expert level analysis tools for
quick identification of incidents, comprehensive reports for easy management and coaching, as well as high-tech
network solutions for notification and data transfer.
Infinova is a one source solution provider for a complete range of CCTV surveillance system, fiber optic
communication and security management software. Infinova’s best-in-class solution encompasses a wide spectrum
of product technology to meet the security needs of government, industry, banking, retail, and service companies
across the globe. Infinova’s industry experience in HD Megapixel, IP, Analog and Fiber Optics reinforces its
reputation for flexibility with both integrators and end users. With its acquisition of March Networks, Infinova now
stands strong into the financial, banking and retail sector. Since Infinova is a manufacturer, they have full control over
the design and specification of its products. This gives their channel partners, the flexibility to meet specialized project
requirement, where customized solutions are needed.
Click www.infinova.com to find out more.
D-TEG Security Co., Ltd. specializes in providing state-of-the-art mobile CCTV & digital recording systems to OEM
and distribution partners around the world. Originally a division of SK Global, D-TEG has stood the test of time and
established itself as one of the leading innovators in the mobile surveillance industry. With attested sales in over 50
countries worldwide and delivering to major metropolitan public transportation agencies in Seoul, Tokyo, New York,
Chicago, London, and Hong Kong, D-TEG solutions have been proven across many markets, industries, and
environments. With oversea offices in Japan, U.S.A., Russia, and Malaysia as well as strong partnerships in
numerous other countries, D-TEG offers fast shipping, better support, and timely service to our customers and
partners around the world.
Click www.d-teg.com to find out more.

